
Introducing AutoDome Easy 
The perfect fit for mid-size applications



When a fixed minidome doesn’t offer enough, but a traditional PTZ camera is more 

security than you need, the new Bosch AutoDome Easy is the perfect solution. 

Combining a high-performance pan/tilt mechanism, compact housing and autofocus 

zoom camera, AutoDome Easy bridges the price and feature gap between fixed 

minidome and traditional PTZ dome cameras. Designed for discreet video surveillance 

in mid-size indoor applications, it’s the perfect choice for a variety of education, small 

retail and corporate environments. 

The PTZ camera designed to fit perfectly



We’ve fit everything the mid-size application 
needs into one very small package.  
AutoDome Easy offers many advantages over 
competitive models.

  Compact size – AutoDome Easy is about 
70% smaller than traditional PTZ dome 
cameras and 20% smaller than other 
minidomes for discreet surveillance and 
improved aesthetics.

  Image quality – An integrated 100x zoom 
autofocus color camera provides excellent 
sensitivity and resolution for outstanding 
image quality in various lighting conditions.

  Reduced cost – A single AutoDome Easy 
provides as much coverage as four fixed 
minidomes at half the cost of a traditional 
PTZ dome camera. Not only is your initial 
equipment investment smaller, installation 
and maintenance costs are reduced as well.

  Flexibility – Supporting up to 60 user-
defined preset positions and four preset 
tours, AutoDome Easy adapts to your 
specific application. Flexibility is further 
improved by a pan range of 0–359° and a 
tilt range of 0–90° at variable speeds up to 
120° per second.

  Durability – A heavy-duty, tamper-proof 
aluminum housing and rugged 
polycarbonate bubble protect the camera 
from vandalism and theft, ensuring that 
AutoDome Easy continues to deliver critical 
images even in the toughest environments.

Leading Competitor

AutoDome Easy

360° coverage

A small camera that’s big on features

With a bubble width of less than 4 in. (10 cm), 
AutoDome Easy is one-third the size of a traditional PTZ dome.

100x zoom capability provides the outstanding image  
quality essential to mid-size applications.

It takes four fixed cameras to 
cover an entire room.

Or just one AutoDome Easy. 

5.8" (14.7cm)

3.9" (9.9cm)

4.6" (11.7cm)



Day Care/Elementary School
Application Image

AutoDome Easy maximizes your security investment by integrating with the entire line of Bosch products, 
including Allegiant matrix switchers, DiBos and Divar digital recorders and the VIDOS IP-based video 
management system. An integrated, low-maintenance solution from Bosch lets you count on one reliable 
manufacturer for your entire system. Plus, user-friendly features make AutoDome Easy easy to operate.

  Autoscaling and autofocus – Proportional zoom control and built-in automatic focus ensure optimal 
camera control and viewing at all zoom levels.

  Simplified menus – An intuitive set-up menu structure and multiple language support make dome 
configuration quick and easy.

  IntuiKey support – AutoDome Easy uses the same keyboard and joystick commands as the rest of the 
Bosch AutoDome family.

Performance you can count on from Bosch

Even though it’s small, AutoDome Easy is still held to the same rigid standards as all Bosch security 
products. It features a heavy-duty cast aluminum housing, an impact-resistant polycarbonate bubble, and 
recessed set screws to protect the camera from vandalism and theft. It’s been subjected to the industry’s 
most comprehensive and demanding battery of endurance tests to make sure it will hold up through years 
of use. And it features Bosch’s industry-leading 3-year warranty.

With AutoDome Easy, mid-size applications can rely on the same CCTV experts trusted by airports, cities 
and banking institutions worldwide. No one has more CCTV experience than Bosch. From the genesis of 
the industry to today, the Bosch name is synonymous with quality the world over.

Superior surveillance made easy



Compact Size Under 4" diameter bubble allows for discreet surveillance

Affordable Priced between FlexiDome XT and AutoDome 200 Series

100x Zoom 10x optical + 10x digital zoom capture precise detail

High Resolution Provides 430TVL high-resolution images

High Sensitivity Delivers color images in a variety of lighting conditions down to 1.3 lux

60 User-definable Preset Positions One-touch camera repositioning allows user to monitor critical areas

Flexible Camera Tours Supports up to four preset and four autoscan tours for hands-free  
automated surveillance

Preset Accuracy Accurate to within ±0.1° to capture the correct scene every time

359° Pan Range (360° Coverage) Provides as much coverage as four fixed domes, monitors a larger area with fewer 
cameras for more affordable security

Fast Pan/Tilt Speeds Integrated controller delivers variable pan/tilt speeds up to 120° per second

Sectors/Titling Supports eight sectors, each with a user-defined title

Integrated Dome Housing with Discreet 
Inner Liner Protects camera optics, provides covert surveillance and improves camera aesthetics

Flexible Mounting Options Available in surface, wall and pipe mount versions

Durability Standard aluminum housing, rugged polycarbonate bubble and vandal-resistant  
recessed set screws

Reliability Rigorously tested to measure endurance, establish true operating limits  
and ensure years of reliable operation

Features at a glance
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Tradition of quality and innovation

For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood 
for quality and reliability. Bosch Security 
Systems proudly offers a wide range of fire, 
intrusion, social alarm, CCTV, management 
and communication systems and components 
to help you find the solution for any 
application. We are the global supplier of 
choice for innovative technology backed by 
the highest level of service and support. When 
you need solutions you can rely on, choose 
Bosch.


